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Recommended Ages: 6+

125cc, four-stroke, single-cylinder, air cooled
8.2hp, automatic transmission with reverse
Seat height: 25” (63cm) • Tires: 16x8-7”
Remote kill switch installed
Front and rear metal carrier racks
Front drum, rear hydraulic disc brakes
Fully enclosed foot rests

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

$1,433.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description Introducing the 125cc BLAZER ATV UTILITY 125D, a dynamic and powerful ATV designed specifically for youth and teenagers
seeking adventure and utility in one package. This ATV is powered by a 125cc engine, delivering notable performance that's ideal for off-road
escapades. The BLAZER ATV UTILITY 125D boasts a robust and rugged design capable of enduring challenging terrains, making it perfect for
exploring trails or accomplishing various tasks. It merges practicality with functionality, featuring racks and storage compartments for carrying
essentials or tools with ease. Equipped with an automatic transmission for smooth, hassle-free operation, this ATV also emphasizes safety with
headlights, taillights, and an effective braking system, ensuring it's equipped for both recreational rides and utility tasks. The ATV comes with a
host of features including an electric start, a PZ26 carburetor, 16x8-7" tires, and front and rear suspension that includes a dual A-arm front and
solid axle rear, enhancing its versatility and performance. With an 8.2 horsepower engine, a top speed of 60km/hr, and safety enhancements
like a speed governor, the 125cc BLAZER ATV UTILITY 125D is ready to provide youth and teenagers with thrilling and versatile outdoor
adventures. Additional features include a trailer ball hitch add-on, front and rear carrier racks, and a seat height of 25" (63cm), all within a
compact frame weighing 203lbs (92kg) and measuring 52" x 35" x 35" (132cm x 90cm x 90cm), making it a powerhouse of utility and
excitement.

  

This Gas ATV is shipped 90% assembled, some assembly is required. 

This Gas ATV requires but is not limited to:

  Basic understanding of Carburetor function. Example: Choke ON, Choke OFF
 Ability to Perform Oil Change and Check Oil
 Basic Small Engine Maintenance
 Battery Connection
 Wheel Assembly

Customers are encouraged to call prior to placing their orders for assembly-related questions.
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(NVIS)

  Optional: A New Vehicle Information Statement (NVIS) is available for this vehicle. You may request the NVIS documents
following your purchase, subject to an administration fee of $80.

The NVIS paperwork is necessary for registering your bike with the province to obtain plates and insurance, particularly if you
plan to use provincial trails. If you do not intend to use these trails, this requirement does not apply.
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